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Abstract: Online users create their profiles on numerous
social platforms to get benefits of various types of social
media content. During online profile creation, the user
selects a username and feeds his/her personal details like
name, location, email, etc. As different social networking
services acquire common personal attributes of the same
user and present them in a variety of formats. To
understand the availability and similarity of personal
attributes across various social networking services, we
propose a method that uses the different distance
measuring algorithms to determine the display-name
similarity across social networks. From the experimental
results, it is found that at least twenty percent
GooglePlus-Facebook and Facebook-Twitter users select
the same display name, while forty five percent Google and
Twitter user select identical name across both the social
networks.
Index Terms: Cross link posts, Personal Information,
Social Account, User Identity
I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of smart mobile phone has proved to be boon
for the rapid proliferation of online social networks in rural
areas.A recent survey reveals that out of total 4.388 billion
Internet users around 3.484 billion users have created at least
one account on social media [1]. Another survey [2], states
that the majority of users prefer Facebook (2.23 billion active
users) and YouTube(1.9 billion users) for entertainment and
learning purposes. This survey further describes that seventy
three percent Twitter users are also the member of Instagram,
while ninety one percent Twitter users have an account on
Facebook, similarly ninety five percent Twitter users prefers
YouTube. Therefore, people use several social media
platforms simultaneously for different purposes, for instance;
user shares personal posts on Facebook, get latest news
updates via Twitter, publishes own photographs on
Instagram, upload videos on YouTube, and select favorite
fashionable items from Pinterest. Finding the same user
across the different social networks could be useful in the
business, marketing, crime detection and item
recommendation fields.
Different social media services collect the user’s personal
trait to create a user profile. During online profile creation an
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online user gives his/her identity, i.e. username, real-name,
birth place, birth-date, hobby, preferred items, emailaddress,
and personal contacts. Many impure minded people, create
their identity on social networks by feeding fake personal
attributes. To overcome with such issues, recently, many
social media services started cross verification of suspected
profiles by sending OTP (One time password) on registered
mobile numbers. Therefore, in this work we assume that
users shared personal attributes are real and authentic.
Nowadays, social media users are treated as a customer and
they get the recommendationsfrom various agencies via
email or personal message (marketing, hotel, tours and
travel). User's revealed personal information can be classified
into two main categories, namely; nonsensitive and sensitive
information. Name, username, profile pictures, and hobbies
etc.,can be considered as non-sensitive personal information.
Whereas the personal contact number, email-address,
birth-date and office or home addresses are considered as
sensitive information. Leakage of both sensitive and
non-sensitive information can be exploited by the suspected
person to hurt an individual.
Basically a user’s social network profile contains three types
of information, namely; network, profile and the content. In
this paper, we make use of profile based information to find
the attribute similarity across the networks.Many online users
share their profile information via posting URLs on a
particular social media (many social media-advertisersshares
their other social account information on Twitter). In the
profile section, display-name is assumed as one of the most
authentic attributes and it plays a very crucial role in
username generation and internetwork formation. In the
social network field, even though an individual has not
revealed his/her identity personally, in spite that his personal
life may be at risk due to his/her social connections. In this
paper, we explore the problem of attribute homogeneity by
exploiting the usersdisplay-name across three different social
networks.
To find the user’s display name similarity across different
social networks in this paper, we study theuser's
display-name attribute and select the appropriate feature
using different distance measuring algorithm to discriminate
matching attributes with non-matching attributes. The set of
algorithmsis applied on the different datasets:
Twitter-Google
Plus,
Twitter-Facebook
and
Facebook-Google Plus. The applied algorithms find exact
display-name, similar display-name, display-name with
prefixes and suffixes and lastly, display-name with reversing
the order of first and the last name.
In section II, we describe the recent work done by the
researchers and practitioners in user account matching across
various online social networks.
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Section III, presents the problem formulation and its
description, while section IV gives the overview of the
statisticaldescription of data along with data gathering and
cleaning procedure.Section V demonstrates the results and its
discussion. Finally, section VI concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORK
Social networking services encourage people to expose more
and more personally identifiable information (PII) [3] in a
variety of formats. There are two main reasons for personal
information leakage in online social media; (1) user'slack of
knowledge of privacy mechanism provided by the site (new
and rural area user) (2) User who joins media for own
reputation (like celebrities or social media marketing
vander). Personally identifiable information is classified into
three main categories, namely; Profile based (personal
attribute), content-based (user-generated text and content)
and structure-based information (friendship and interaction
networks).
A. Profile based Information
In a social environment user often divulgeself identity like
username, name, gender, birth-date, etc. Many authors used
such attributes across the different sites to find identical users
across the networks. Vosecky et al. [4], exploits profile
information to identify users across social networks.
Esfandyari et al. [5], extracted profile attributes present on
the three most popular social media sites; Twitter, Facebook,
andgoogle+. Thereafter they apply supervised machine
learning algorithms on the common attributes available on
these media to find identical users. Zafarani et al. [6], study
the profile attribute 'username' and describe that a user
generally selects maximum up to four user-names across all
the sites due to human limitation, exogenous and endogenous
factors. They further suggested that around 59% of the users
select the same username across the sites. Malhotra et al. [7],
suggested that user-ID and name are the most discriminating
features for finding the user's identity across Twitter and
LinkedIn. In the recent work based on profile information,
researchers have to cope with two difficulties such as privacy
and profile utility [3,8]. Motoyama and Verghese [8]
matched the profile attribute to find the user's identity across
Myspace and Facebook. Further, Raad et al. [9], studies
social networks and compare the profile using similarity
measures.
Profile-based information retrieval from different social
networks in the current scenario is a very crucial task due to
users' privacy and roped security mechanism. As far as
authors' knowledge is concerned, vectorattributes similarity
is often used by the researchers, but it requires lots of effort
during data retrieval again, it's pairwise matching across the
different social networks using different similarity measure
algorithms.
B. Content based Information
Social media services support the construction and
exchange of online user-generated contents [10]. Social
media researchers use, user-generated online content as
another intuitive approach for user account linkage on social
networks by exploiting time of post, writing style, social
tagging, Geo-location, etc. It is assumed that a user has a
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behavioral property that same content may be posted by the
same user on different social networks at different interval of
time. Lei et al. [11], discusses the roles of user-generated
content in different online social networks like tagging,
question answering, and micro-blogging services. Li et al.
[12], studied the different types of information present on
social networks and recommended that single point
information may be efficient for finding users identity across
the networks. In [13-15] authors used user-generated content
like the spatial-temporal location to find the unique user's
identity shared on different social networks.
C.

Structure based Information

The structure of the social network is formed by the
collection of users identity present on a particular network.
Friend, followers, following, likes, connection, etc. are
considered as structural information. In literature,the authors
used the friend relationship present on the user's profile page
and exploited the relationships across the sites to find
identical user accounts across the sites. Structural
information is of two types, depends on the nature of sites
like display name by username or realname. Facebook,
LinkedIn, Pinterest, etc. use real-name based display while
Twitter, Instagram, etc. use both username and real-name but
the mandatory field is the username which is used to get user
profile on social media. In this context, Narayan and somatic
[16] study Twitter and Flickr network structure and propose a
re-identification algorithm to match the anonymized user
identity with around 12% error rate. Further Bartunov et al.
[17] used user profile along with a social link and applied a
conditional random field to find the user identity across
Facebook and Twitter, the proposed method performs better
than single attributes used in the literature. Korula et al. [18]
proposed a reconciliation algorithm that improves the
efficiency of user identification by minimizing the error. Liu
et al. [19] exploit two heterogeneous social networks Twitter
and Foursquare to determine identical user's profile by using
the follower /followee relationship. Tan et al. [20]
investigated that username based matching works well when
a user put the same username across the networks. It is
difficult to find the users' identity across the networks when
the user chose different user-name and same username hold
by the different individuals. Zhou et al. [21] proposed an
efficient framework for user identification using
network-based information (Friend relationship). Before the
application of the give, the framework requires priory user
matched pairs as input. Later Zhou et al. [22] modifiedthe
friendrelationship-based method in which prior seed users
were required [21] and it requires lots of effort. The proposed
a new framework without using prior used seed users, it uses
pure network relation in the absence priory user matched
pairs. Li and Su [23] critically analyzed the FRUIalgorithm
proposed in [21] and suggested that if the proper 'seed user' is
not selected in the experiment then several controversial
nodes are generated and the algorithm stops working without
finding mode identical nodes. They suggested the use of
closeness centrality in the supplement and termed a method
known as FRUI with the proposed suggestion p-FRUI.
As we conclude from the above study that profile and
structure-based information is more liable for user
identification.
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But in the current scenario, both types of information are the
main concern for user privacy and most of the social media
sites recommend a new friend with the friendship
recommendation method.
Social networking sites like LinkedIn and Facebook
restricted public availability of connection and friendship
relation for unauthorized users. Therefore, only
structure-basedinformation research is limited to those sites
which display the username publicly otherwise result may be
biased towards Known relationship up to first-degree
connection (neighborhood).
To overcome the above
limitation, we propose a hybrid method which exploits the
publicly available text content and publicly available network
features.

user is compelled to reveal his social account information to
them. By which they learn the user's behavior and
recommend the desired item to a particular user.
Assurance Services@TridentAssure Jun 8
. Trident
More
FollowusonLinked In for our latest updates
bit.ly/2B8VTJa #linkedin#social#followfriday
Fig. 2: Single user broadcasts post
https://

Facebook

Google
PlusUser

Twitter

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Social network users generally reveal their other used
social network information (URLs or Username) in two
ways. Firstly, they share their URLs during online
conversation with friends or colleagues; secondly, they
provide their other used site information as domain URLs
section in the profile field section. For example, a Twitter
user reference his or her other social account information as
by the set of keywords "follow me on ..",Find me on.. " or
"connect with me on .." on Twitter. Where ".." represents the
name of social media about which users are talking about. In
such a way, we can collect many useful seed users. The
obtained seeds information is used as input in the proposed
method. In this section, we propose an approaches based on
display names available on different sites. The proposed
approach exploit seed node to obtain display name and their
matching using different distance measuring algorithms like
Lavenshtein, Jaro Winkler, cosine and Jaccard distance.

Instagram
User posts on
Twitter

(a)

User
Link

Name on Facebook

A. Cross-link Posts
To strengthen the friend relationships, many new users or
social media marker often leaves some footprints on public
media to attract his known people to become a friend. Such
footprints may be the username of a particular site or profile
URLs, etc. There may be the probability that a user may leak
his all social account information on a particular site.
Example1: Suppose a user U have an account on Twitter and
have a certain number of followers there. After sometime, he
has created a new account on any other social network like
Instagram and he desires that his friends should follow him
on Pinterest. Therefore, he is forced to post his profile URLs
on Twitter, which provide a link between the user's account
on Twitter and Pinterest (fig. 1). It is the individual's
tendency that his network should be large enough to
communicate with friend, colleges and the family.
A K@9b82a36a9433451 11 Oct 2016
More
Just joined Pinterest! You should follow me:
https://www.pinterest.com/waseemahmadahma/ … via
@pinterest
Fig. 1: Single user broadcasts post

Facebook and
Twitter user

Fullnameon
Twitter

Facebook and
Googleplus user

Displayname
onGoogleplus

Twitter and
Googleplus users

(b)
Fig. 3.(a) A Google Plus user shares his account link (b) User personal
identity, similarity using self-disclosed information

Assume that a user U reveal his identity on social networks S
viashared links (profile URLs) as depicted in fig. 3(a). While
in the fig. 3 (b) represents the extracted profile attributes from
the links and the matching of common attributes across the
social networks. Social network display-name often include a
username and realname. Twitter and Instagram are two
popular sites, generally represents friend relation by
displaying the username while Facebook, Googleplus and
Pinterest only show real-name.
To understand the similarity among the profiles of a user
across different social networks, we matched the common
features like name using distance measure algorithms (two
tokens based and two characters based) namely; cosine,
Jaccard, Levenshtein and JaroWrinkler distance [25].
Levenshtein distance is defined as the minimum edit
operation required to transform one given string into another.

Example 2: In another scenario, some social marketing
people broadcast social accounts (URLs) on public media
Twitter to increase the number of followers all over the
worlds. Further, to improve the business they post interactive
content on his/her different social media account. Hence, a
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Jaro Winkler algorithm is used to measure the distance
between two strings by taking the concern about the character
penalty. Cosine measures the angular separation between the
strings using turf and IDF. Jaccard distance measures the
overlap between the given strings. It also accounts for the
reverse order matching of the two given strings.

characters based distance measure algorithm, namely;
Levenshtein and JaroWrinkler. The other two are token based
(Cosine and Jaccard). The result of our experiment
corresponding to username and name matching is
demonstrated in table 4 and 5 by using different distance
measuring algorithms.

IV. DATASET

C. Display-Name matching across the Twitter,
Facebook and Googleplus
To find the user identity across these three social networks,
we select the fullname which is the most consistent feature
available across the site. To attribute consistency across the
sited we exploit four different distance measuring algorithms,
namely; Levenshtein distance, JaroWrinklerdistance,cosine
distance and Jaccard distance measure. Corresponding results
of each algorithm across the sites are shown in table 2. and its
percentage wise representation in depicted in Fig.4. (a), (b)
and (c). From the observation of fig. 7, we found that exact
name similarity across Twitter and Facebook ranges from
20.42% to 22.65%, while Twitter and Googleplus range
from 45.69% to 46.53 % and across Facebook and Google
Plus ranges from 22 to 24 %.

We borrow the dataset from [4], which is freely available on
[26]. We extracted the data from the given website and found
that profile is data is available in ".json" format. We
converted the given file in the .csv format using R studio
platform. Further, we extract two most important features of
the Twitter i.e. screenname and name. Screenname attribute
of Twitter is equivalent to the username on Facebook while
the name attribute of Twitter is equivalent to full-name on
Googleplus. Thereafter, we extract Facebook users'
real-name. These two attributes are most often present in the
network relationship of a user across different social
networks. The description of the username based dataset is
shown in table 1. We extract only the English name and
username available in the given dataset. We carefully align
all the data available and found that 9520 Screenname
available for Twitter accounts while 13790 surnames
available for Facebook. The name or fullname gave in the
dataset is depicted in table 2. We extract the name available
on Twitter and Googleplus. The total number of name
obtained on Twitter and Googleplus are 8570 and 9151
respectively.

Table 2. Results: Exact name matching across the networks

Table 1. Dataset: Twitter-GooglePlus-Facebook (Name/Fullname)

S. No.

Social Network

Number of Users

1.

Twitter

8570

2.

Googleplus

9151

3.

Facebook

13118

S.
No.

Network
pairs

Levenshtein

JaroWrinkler

Cosine

Jaccard

1.

Tw-Gp

3916

3916

3927

3988

2.

Tw-Fb

1864

1864

1869

2067

3.

Fb-Gp

2038

2038

2046

2220

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
(a)
We match the corresponding features available across the
social networks. The matching algorithm that we use in this
paper are categorized into two types
A. Character based distance measuring algorithm
In this form of algorithms, two given strings are matched
character by character if characters on respective positions
are same then the distance is zero otherwise weight of the
distance measure is increased. The well known algorithms
are Levenshtein distance (minimum edit operation required
to transform one string into another), JaroWrinkler algorithm.
(b)

B. Token based distance measuring algorithm
In this type of algorithms, the whole word of the given
string is matched with the corresponding word in the other
string. Such string strings do not check the words in
lexicographic order. The well known distance measure
algorithms are cosine, Jaccard, etc.In this paper, we use two
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(c)
Fig. 4. Exact Name match across (a)
Twitter-Googleplus (c) Facebook-Googleplus

Twitter-Facebook

(b)

From the observation of the results, we found that Jaccard
distance consistently outperforms than the Levenshtein, Jaro
Winkler and cosine measures. From the observation of Table
2 we, found that Around 20 to22 percent of the users have
selected the same name across Facebook and Google plus
social media service.
From the study of all the three results we observe that
Twitter and Google Plus users have common goals join the
social networks and they open to disclose their real-name.
Facebook-Twitter and Facebook-Googleplus users are
reluctant to share their real-name due to their privacy.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Social networking services are becoming more popular
among the people due to the decreasing cost of the Internet
and the popularity smart handheld devices (Mobile Phone
and Tablet), Consequently, the strength of social media users
is growing rapidly. In this paper, we investigated the user's
selected name attribute across the three different social
networks; Twitter Facebook and GooglePlus. From the
observation of the experimental results we obtained that 20 to
22 percent users selected the same name across Twitter and
Facebook, while the name similarity across Twitter and
Google plus increases from 45 to 46 Percent. From the
observation, we find that users' name similarity across
Twitter-Facebook and GooglePlus-facebook pairs are in
approximately in the same ratio. In the future, we will try to
find the accuracy, Precision, recall, and F- measure by using
machine learning algorithms like Multilayer perceptron,
Random Forest and LibSVM, Etc.
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